Secure your cloud migration and containerized apps

Protect your IaaS, container and virtualized infrastructure

Cloudsec Inspect is the only cloud security analytics solution with an integrated vulnerability scanner to automate security assessment for IaaS and Containers. You will be alerted of each new security misconfiguration and critical vulnerability to ensure fast and focused remediation.

Our solution offers continuous assessment and monitoring:

- Identify vulnerabilities in your cloud servers and containers
- Checks against CIS cloud security best practices compliance
- Container inspection and software composition analysis for agile development
- Protects your cloud apps, workloads and data at the speed of DevOps

When to improve your cloud security:

- Moving into cloud, virtualized or hybrid infrastructure
- Deploying containerized apps
- Unsure about the risk levels of your cloud workloads
- Shift left: improve the security of DevOps and reduce cost
**Benefits**

Comprehensive analysis of your risk exposure

Fast and easy deployment

Public, private & hybrid cloud infrastructure support

Cloud and container security compliance

Container deployment at scale and with confidence

---

**Auto-discovery**
- Cloud APIs support for all major CSPs
- Configure once and discover networks and servers automatically

**Protect cloud workloads**
- Integrated vulnerability scanner
- Authenticated scan to detect cloud vulnerabilities
- Continuous monitoring

**Centralize hybrid and multi-cloud security controls**
- Adapts to public, hybrid, private scenarios
- Manage various environments simultaneously in a single console

**Shift left and secure DevOps**
- Adapts to DevOps
- CSA, CIS, Docker and Hadoop analysis
- Automate IaaS security checks early in SDLC
- Container composition analysis before production

**Simplify cloud security compliance**
- Harden cloud infrastructure with CIS benchmarks
- Protect your assets and banish misconfigurations

**Minimize your cloud attack surface**
- Comprehensive dashboard for risk exposure
- Easily share vulnerability findings with DevOps
- Risk based insights for prioritization

---

Improve your cloud and container security at [outpost24.com/cloud-security](http://outpost24.com/cloud-security)